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SEGMENTAITON REVIEW 

 
Segmentation involves categorizing potential customers into groups where members 
of a segment or group: 

• Tend to be relatively similar to other members of that segment  
• Differ significantly from members of other segments 

 
Similarity of segment members and differences from other segments may be based on 
factors such as: 

• The product attributes that are important (benefit sought) 
• The way a consumer responds to an advertisement or price promotion 
• How frequently the segment members shop for the product and how much is 

bought 
• How price sensitive segment members are 

 
Bases for segmentation involve the approach taken to segmenting—e.g., 

• Demographics 
• Psychographics 
• Benefits sought 
• Behavior 

 
Specific variables on which to segment are chosen from the bases for segmentation.  
E.g., 

• Gender is a demographic variable. 
• Price sensitivity is a behavioral variable. 

 
Note that price sensitivity is usually considered relative to one or more variables 
against which this is “traded off.”  Highly price sensitive consumers, for example, 
may value convenience or quality less than a low price. 
 
Levels of a variable involve the categories that consumers are divided into based on 
how they differ on a variable.  For example, for gender, there are two levels:  Male 
and female.  For price sensitivity, there could be three levels:  Highly price sensitive 
(price is most important), somewhat price sensitive (both price and quality are 
important), and price insensitive (quality is more important than price). 
 
Combining variables.  Often, it is necessary to segment on more than one variable at 
a time.  In the case of our class assignment, two variables were needed.  When more 



than one variable is used, several combinations will result.  The total number of 
combinations is the product of the number of levels for each variable.  For example, 
if we segment the market for carbonated soft drinks in terms of benefit desired (cola 
taste, other taste) and brand loyalty (high, medium, low), we have 2x3=6 
combinations: 
 
 Brand Loyalty 
Benefit 
desired 

Low Medium High 

Cola 
taste 

Cola taste—low brand 
loyalty.  These consumers 
prefer cola taste but will 
switch between brands 
depending on which one is 
cheaper.  They may even 
switch to a non-cola product 
if that offers a very low 
price. 

Cola taste—medium 
brand loyalty.  These 
consumers prefer cola taste 
and are somewhat brand 
loyal.  They may prefer one 
brand but are  likely to 
switch between Coke and 
Pepsi, depending on what is 
on sale. 

Cola taste—high brand 
loyalty.  These consumers 
prefer Cola drinks and are 
probably willing to pay a 
higher price for their 
preferred brand. 

Non-
cola 
taste 

Non-cola taste—low 
brand loyalty.  These 
consumers prefer non-cola 
taste such as lemon but will 
switch between brands 
depending on which one is 
cheaper.  They may even 
switch to a cola product if 
that offers a very low price. 

Non-cola taste—
medium brand loyalty.  
These consumers prefer non-
cola taste such as lemon and 
are somewhat brand loyal.  
They may prefer one brand 
but are  likely to switch 
between Sprite, 7up, and 
other brands depending on 
what is on sale.  They will 
probably not switch to cola 
taste drinks even if a great 
deal is offered. 

Non-cola taste—high 
brand loyalty.  These 
consumers prefer non-cola 
drinks and are probably 
willing to pay a higher price 
for their preferred brand.  
They are less likely to be 
affected by what is on sale. 

 
 


